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A large class of one-to-one correspondences is given between acyclic and 
parking functions, generalizing a previous construction given by Foata and 
Riordan. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
While studying an occupancy problem in computer science, Konheim 
and Weiss [3] have introduced a new class of mappings of a set of finite 
cardinality n-so-called parking functions in the present paper-and 
shown that their total number was (n + l)n-l. As is well known, the 
number of acyclic functions on a set of cardinality n (i.e., labeled rooted 
forests with n nodes) is also (n + 1)%--l, thus raising the question of 
mapping these functions on the parking functions. Various authors have 
constructed such mappings, e.g., Schtitzenberger [5], Riordan [4], and 
Foata and Riordan [2]. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize Foata’s construction and to 
give a large class of bijections between acyclic and parking functions. 
Similar results were also found by de Bruijn [l]. 
After giving our notations and definitions, we introduce, in Section 3, 
a set of selection procedures, that can be considered as a large class of 
algorithms. Then in Section 4, we show that to each selection procedure 
is associated: 
(1) an algorithm for majorizing a parking function by a permutation; 
(2) a topological sorting algorithm; and 
(3) a one-to-one correspondence between acyclic and parking functions. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let n be a positive integer, assumed to be fixed in the sequel. Let [n] 
denote the set {1,2,..., n} and S,, the group of permutations of [n]. The 
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inverse permutation of any u E S, will be denoted by u-l. A permutation 
CT E S, will be identified with the word o(l) u(2) *.. u(n). 
Let A, be the set of acyclic functions on [n], i.e., the set of maps 
f: [IZ] -+ [n] for which f” = fn-l. The linear graph of such a map, where 
a line is drawn from node i to node j if and only if j = f(i), is a rooted 
forest labeled by 1, 2,..., n. The following lemma on acyclic functions is 
straightforward. 
2.1. LEMMA. A map m: [n] + [n] belongs to A, if and onIy if there 
exists u E S, such that cr(m(x)) < u(x) for all x in [n]. 
A parking function is a map bounded from above by a permutation, 
i.e., a map g: [n] -+ [n] for which there exists T E S, satisfying the condi- 
tion: T > g (i.e., T(X) 3 g(x), x E [n]). The set of parking functions 
defined on [n] will be denoted by B, . It is one of the results of this paper 
(Section 4, Example 1) that this definition is equivalent with the one of 
Konheim and Weiss: a parking function is a map p: [n] + [rz] for which 
there exists a permutation u ES, having the following property: for 
x E [n], u(x) is the least integer greater than or equal top(x) not occurring 
in the set {u(l), u(2),..., u(x - l)}, if x # 1, and x(l) =p(l). 
3. SELECTION PROCEDURES 
Foata and Riordan’s mapping was defined as follows. Let g E B, and 
define the permutation rg by: 
am = card{ y E [n]: g(y) < g(x) or g(y) = g(x) and y < x}. (3.1) 
Clearly TV is a permutation. Moreover, it can be verified that 
for all x E [n]. (3.2) 
Then Foata and Riordan’s correspondence maps in a l-1 manner the 
parking function g onto the function f such that 
f(x) = x if g(x) = 1 
= T,-l(g(x) - 1) if g(x)#l. (3.3) 
Relations (3.2) and (3.3) imply that the inequality 
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holds for all x E [n]. This inequality together with Lemma 2.1 suffices to 
show that f is acyclic. This raises the natural question: let T: g + 7s be 
any mapping of B, into S, such that g < 7g . Such a mapping will be 
called hereafter an upper bounding map over B, . Define f by (3.3). As 
inequality (3.4) holds, the function f is acyclic. Accordingly, the mapping 
@,: g -f 
defined by (3.3) sends B, into A, , but is not necessarily bijective. It is 
our purpose to exhibit a large class of upper bounding maps T over B, 
such that @, is bijective. Foata and Riordan’s upper bouding map (3.1) 
belongs to this class (Proposition 4.1, if we take the selection procedure 
of Example 3 below). 
3.5. DEFINITION. A sequence (Hi& of k f n subsets of [n] is 
pyramidal of length k if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) Hi c Hi+1 forany iE[k-11; 
(2) Card Hi >, i for any i E [k]. 
The set of all pyramidal sequences (Hi& will be denoted by Sk . 
Note that if (HI, Hz ,..., Hk) belongs to .%$ , then (HI , Hz ,..., Hi) 
belongs to Si , for any i E [k]. 
We consider now for g E B, the sequence 
&d = W([ilNidd . 
As was used by Riordan [4], this sequence is pyramidal of length n. 
Conversely, let H = (HI , Hz ,..., H,J E .3P,, and define a map f by: 
f(x) = i if x E H,\Hiul for any i E [n], with H,, = m. 
This map f is majorized by any permutation u E S,, such that o--l(l) E HI 
and u-‘(i) E H,\{u-l(l), u-l(2),..., u-l(i - l)}, 1 < i < n. Therefore f 
belongs to B, . Furthermore we have obviously I(f) = H. Let us state 
these results in a lemma. 
3.6. LEMMA. The map 5, defined for any g E B, , by 
t(g) = W(tilNidd . 
is a bijection from B, onto .& . This bijection will be called canonical. 
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3.7. DEFINITION. An i-selection is any mapping that associates to a 
pyramidal sequence (HI , Hz ,..., Hi) of length i an element of Hi, i.e., 
a map 
rri: H = (HI , H, ,..., Hi) E Xi -+ xi E Hi . 
Let P be a sequence (‘TT&[~J , each n1 being an i-selection. For any 
pyramidal sequence H = (HI , Hz ,..., H,) of length n, let x1 = r,(HJ, 
xz = r,(H, , Hz) ,..., x, = rr,(H, , H, ,..., H,J. If, for a pyramidal sequence, 
the xi’s are all distinct, then P will be called a selection procedure. 
The sequence (x&tnl so constructed defines a permutation of [n] 
denoted P(H). Thus P denotes the mapping H + P(H) from Zn into S, . 
We now give four examples of selection procedures; some are familiar 
algorithms in computer science. 
For any example of selection procedure P we give the numerical 
example P(K) for the pyramidal sequence K of length 9 defined by 
K = (H&J with 
HI = {3,4,7), Hz = 6 ” {5,9, Hz = Hz, 
H4 = fh ” (1, 61, H, = H8 = H, = H4, H,, = Hg = [9]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Define P by 
xi = min HI 
Xi = min Hi\{Xl , ~2 ,,.., xipl} for i>l. 
We have P(K) = (3, 4, 5, 1, 6, 7, 9,2, 8). 
EXAMPLE 2. Define P by 
x, = min HI and for i > 1 
Xi = min H,\HiHl if Hi # H,-1 , 
Xi = min Hi\{xl , x2 ,..., xiFl} if Hi = Hi-1 . 
We have P(K) = (3, 5,4, 1, 6, 7, 9, 2, 8). 
EXAMPLE 3. Define P by 
x, = min HI and for i > 1 
Xi = min H,\{x~ , x2 ,..., xi-l} 
where m = min{j < i: Hj # {xl, x2 ,..., Xi-&}. 
We have P(K) = (3, 4, 7, 5, 9, 1, 6, 2, 8). 
In this example, we can say that the sequence (x1 , x2 ,..., x,J is the juxta- 
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position of the sequences (K1, K, ,..., K,), where Ki is the increasing 
sequence of the elements of H,\P& (possibly empty). 
EXAMPLE 4. Define P by 
x1 = min HI and for i > 1 
xi = min K, where m = sup{ 1 < j < i: Kj # ,@I, 
Kj = Gj\{Gj n {xl , x2 ,..., xd>, 
Gj = Hj\Hi-l) H,,= ia. 
This seemingly complicated selection procedure is a form of the well- 
known last-in-first-out algorithm for a file. Let us detail the steps. Clearly 
Gl=(3,4,7),Gp=(5,9),Gg= @,G,={1,6),G,=G,=G,=G,= 0, 
G, = (2, S}. Also, x1 = 3. For i = 2 we have Kl = {4,7}, K, = Gz ; 
then m = 2 and x2 = 5. For i = 3 we have Kl = {4,7}, K, ={9}, 
K3 = m ; then m = 2 and x, = 9. For i = 4 we have Kl = (4,7}, 
KZ=K,=ia,K,=G,;thenm=4andx,=1,etc.FinallyP(K)= 
(3, 539, 1,6,4,7,2,8). 
4. RESULTS 
4.1. PROPOSITION. To each selection procedure P we can associate an 
upper bounding mapping over B, , i.e., a map rp: B, -+ S, for which 
dg> 3 g for any g E 4 . 
Proof. For g E B, , let H = &g) = (HI, Hz ,..., H,J be the canonical 
image of g. Let P(H) = (x1 , xZ ,..., x,J the permutation defined by P 
on H. For any i E [n], we have xi E Hi = g-l([i]); hence g(x,) < i. If we 
note by D the inverse permutation of P(H), the latter inequality can be 
rewritten g(i) < u(i). So g is majorized by u. In other words, the map 7p 
is defined by 
(dw = (P o 5)(g) for any g E B, . Q.E.D. 
Let E be a finite nonempty set with a partial order denoted by GI. 
Let x and y be two elements of E; then we say that x is a predecessor 
of y for f if x # y and x Gr y. We shall use a well-known result: 
4.2. LEMMA. For any partial order on ajinite nonempty set there exists 
an element in the set which has no predecessor. 
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4.3. PROPOSITION. Denoting by C, the set of all partial orders on [n], 
to each selection procedure P we can associate a topological sort algorithm, 
i.e., a map 
such that for any f E C, we have 
if x is a predecessor of y for J 
Proof. Let P = (9~~) 7~~ ,... ) be a selection procedure and f a partial 
order on [n]. We set 
HI = {x E [n]: x has no predecessor for f>. (4.4) 
According to Lemma 4.2 we have card HI 3 1 and we can set x1 = rr,(H,). 
We now construct inductively a pyramidal sequence for which HI is 
the first element. 
Let 1 < i < n be a fixed integer and let us assume that we have defined a 
pyramidal sequence of parts of [n] and of length i, (HI , H, ,..., Hi) where 
HI is defined by 4.4. We set, for any j E [i], xj = rj(Hl , H, ,..., HJ; by 
the definition of a selection procedure the integers xj are distinct and 
satisfy xi E Hj . 
Let us define now a set H,,, by: 
Hi+, = H, u {x E [n]: all predecessors of x forfbelong to (x1 , xz ,..., xi}>. 
(4.5) 
We shall show that the sequence (HI , H, ,..., H,+& is pyramidal. First, 
by the transitivity of the partial order, we have Hi C H,+1 , the first 
property of a pyramidal sequence. Therefore, for any j E [i], xj belongs 
to H,+1 . So it is clear that the set Ki = Hi+l\{x, , x2 ,..., xi} can be defined 
by 
Ki = (x E [n]: x has no predecessor for the restriction off to 
]nl\& , x2 ,..., xi>>. 
Now, by Lemma 4.2, we have card Ki > 1 and therefore the second 
property of pyramidal sequences is verified, i.e., 
card H,+1 2 i + 1. 
We have shown that the sequence (HI , H, ,..., Hi+,) is pyramidal. So we 
can construct inductively, for anyf E C, , a sequence H = (HI , Hz ,..., H,) 
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belonging to Xn and a permutation P(H) ES, with (P(H))@) = xi for 
any i E [n]. We now detie the map (T~ by upcf) = (P(H))-I. If y is a 
predecessor of z for f then, by construction, there exists i and j in [n] 
satisfying y = xi , z = xj and i < j; thus (up(f))(y) < (u&))(z). Q.E.D. 
If h is an acyclic map on [n] we can associate to it a partial order f on 
[n] if we set: 
x GfY if for an integer m > 0 we have x = h”(y). 
Proposition 4.3 is also true if we replace C, by A, and it can be 
enunciated in the terminology of trees as follows: a selection procedure 
defines a tree (labeled rooted) traversal algorithm for which a node is 
visited before any node in its filial set. 
Any partial order f~ C, induced by an acyclic map has the following 
property: any x E [n] has at most one predecessor y E [n] such that no 
z E [n] satisfies y Gf z Gf X. This property leads to the essential result: 
4.6. PROPOSITION. To each selection procedure P we can associate a 
bijection /3p from A, onto .Z?n .
Proof. Let f be an acyclic map in A, . We keep the notations of the 
proof of Proposition 4.3 identifyingf with the partial order induced by it. 
Clearly, Definitions 4.4 and 4.5 can be restated as 
HI = {x E [n]:f(x) = x>, (4.7) 
Hi+1 = Hi Uf-‘(Xi) for i= 1,2 ,,.., n- 1. (4.8) 
If we set /3Jf) = H = (HI , Hz ,..., H,,), Igp maps A, into SF! . 
Conversely, for any K = (K1, K, ,..., K,,) E Zn let us set P(K) = 
(Yl 9 Yz >**-3 yn) and let a map h defined by 
h(x) = x if XEK, andfor i> 1, 
h(x) = yi-I if x belongs to K,\Kiml . 
It is straightforward to verify that h” = h”-l and pp(h) = K. Thus Igp 
is a bijection. Q.E.D. 
Let us recall all the mappings introduced in this paper. 
The mapping Maps Into Property Reference 
I & K bijection Lemma 3.6 
TP & S, upper bounding Proposition 4.1 
UP C, or A, S, topological sort Proposition 4.3 
BP ATI ez bijection Proposition 4.6 
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The announced class of bijections between A, and B, is now very 
simple to construct. 
4.9. PROPOSITION. To each selection procedure P we can associate a 
bijection @from A, onto B, , defined by CD = 5-l 0 /lp . Moreover, for any 
f E A, we have ~~(@cf)) = up(f) andfor any g E B, , Tp(g) = op(@-l(g)). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P be the first example of selection procedure in 
Section 3. Let g E B9 be the function for which t(g) = K, the pyramidal 
sequence taken as an example in Section 3; this function is majorized 
by the permutation Tp(g) whose inverse is P(K). 
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
g(x) 4 8 1 1 2 4 1 8 2 
TP( g>(x) 4 8 1 2 3 5 6 9 7 
Remark that Tp(g)(x) can be defined inductively on x by 
TPWW = g(x) if x=1 
= min{Y 3 g(x): Y 6 dg>(b - 11)) if xfl. 
This property is true for any g in B,, ; in other words Tp( g) is the permuta- 
tion appearing in the definition by Konheim and Weiss of a parking 
function (see Section 2). 
The map f = @-l(g) is given in the following tableau: 
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
f(x) 5 9 3 4 3 5 7 9 3 
UP 4 8 1 2 3 5 6 9 7 
EXAMPLE 2. Let P be the fourth example of selection procedure in 
Section 3. Let f be the acyclic map given below, along with the permutation 
f-M 1. 
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
f(x) 9 7 3 4 3 9 7 7 3 
fJPP(f)(X) 4 8 1 6 2 5 7 9 3 
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The permutation up(j) is known by computer scientists as the “dynastic 
order” on the labeled rooted forest representing the acyclic function f. 
The pyramidal sequence /I&) is K, the same as in the preceding example. 
So the map g = @‘cf) is 
x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
g(x) 4 8 1 1 2 4 1 8 2 
7i4 d(x> 4 8 1 6 2 5 7 9 3 
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